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One of America's most widely admired artist offers sound advice and answers questions of technical

and creative aspects of the art. Thirteen full color demonstrations all begin with a value sketch and

detailed descriptions of how the picture was painted. John's irrepressive enthusiasm is evident

through out. Includes 37 of his favorite paintings. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.
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The most frequently expressed comment from our customers in their search for this book was - "I'm

tired of borrowing this from the library. I want my own copy", helped us to decide to re-issue what

many have described as very instructional and interesting. John wrote this in his own warm,

personnal style and vision and provides facinating reading, practical advice and encouragement.

--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

I liked the examples in this book and especially the color schemes that he used. I think it definitely

improved my water color technique, but of course you have to practise. I did do many of the

examples and continue to use it as a reference when I am painting similar scenes as shown in the

examples. I would recommend it to even a beginner water colorist.

Mr Pike is an excellent teacher and well deserving the title of artist. Don't expect a ton of pictures in

this volume. Just sound advice with well thought out lesssons



Very helpful book. Really wonderful demos that allow you to learn the techniques of watercolor.

Interesting artists point of view on composition and lighting.

Wonderful artist. Shame he is not with us anymore

Very inexpensive and one can glean a few good things here.

good book like the format he uses for instruction

Great book
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